A lightweight, high capacity power bank to keep your job running

PORTABLE POWER STATION

PURE SINE-WAVE

.... CLEAN POWER FOR ELECTRONICS

KLEIN TOOLS
Klein Tools’ Portable Power Station is a silent, emission-free 546Wh lithium-ion battery that supplies pure sine-wave power. This high capacity power station is a cleaner alternative to loud, exhaust-filled gas generators. At 14 pounds, the multiple AC outlets and USB ports easily go where you need to plug-in. By powering on-site electronics, lights, fans, battery chargers, and small battery-operated tools, your site keeps on task.

- Clean, silent pure sine-wave output
- Large 546 Watt hour capacity, 24.8Ah / 22.02V
- High energy density lithium-ion battery

PORTABLE POWER STATION – 546WH

Klein Tools’ Portable Power Station is a silent, emission-free 546Wh lithium-ion battery that supplies pure sine-wave power. This high capacity power station is a cleaner alternative to loud, exhaust-filled gas generators. At 14 pounds, the multiple AC outlets and USB ports easily go where you need to plug-in. By powering on-site electronics, lights, fans, battery chargers, and small battery-operated tools, your site keeps on task.

- Clean, silent pure sine-wave output
- Large 546 Watt hour capacity, 24.8Ah / 22.02V
- High energy density lithium-ion battery
The KTB1 is equipped with Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ technology, delivering up to 75% faster charging versus conventional USB charging. Its convenient pocket size makes it a great choice for everyday back-up and personal charging requirements.

The KTB2 features a 170-lumen work light and multi-position kick stand. It is equipped with class-leading, fast-charging capabilities on all of its ports, which include Type-A Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ Technology, USB Type-A (2.4A) and USB Type-C (3.0A).

Times and charges are approximate.
*Klein Tools Jobsite Speaker (AEPJS1) and Rechargeable Headlamp (56034) sold separately.
†Tested with DeWalt 20V 4Ah Batteries (DCB204).